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Conclusion
My main objective in w:riting this
article was to be able to compile all
the krown information and data on

the Welch, Spring and Company from
its conception in 1868 to its demise in
1884. I think that I have accomnlished
this goal, and in the procesg have

answered the majority of the questions
so often asked of me about the Welch,
Spring and Company and. the Patti

clock.?3

I have purposely avoided any discussion or comments on 'wheel counts,
pendulun lengths, and gear trains, not

because they are unimportant or unre-

lated to the subject, but because I

think that they fall into lengthy arti-

cles

of their own which I am in
of researching.

prrocess

It

the

is sad to look back in history and
that even though Solomon Spring
and B. B. Lewis developed and produced rnany new clock designs and
inventions, within sixteen years the
see

parent company would become so un-

profitable that

it would have to

chanical genii,

it is apparent that

be

dissolved. Although these two men
may have been perfectionists and meneither one had the knowledge of csst
analSrsis or malketing. For here, they
were producing clocks that had to cost
at least four or five times more !o Droduce than similar clocks by olher

manufacturers but wer.e being sold for
only a few dollars more than a standard walnut shelf clock. Besides being
under priced, the musical names that
were given to them were irnpossible to
pronounce, and furthermore, the celebrities they were named after werc

known only by a few wealthy people
in the metropolitan aleas. This greatly
}indered the company in trying to sell
their clocks to the general public.
New questions may arise and perhaps a few were not answered, but
hopefully this article has given you a
keener perception and insight into the
Welch, Spring and Company and also

into the Patti FarnilA.
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Table

A

shows the dates

of all the

clocks manufactured by the Welch,
Spring and Company and a few of the
Patti style clocks that were produced
by the E. N. Welch Manufacturing
Compary. The purpose of the chart is
to show the approximate introduction

date and also the maximum number of
years the clock could have been made.
The circa column shows the year 1893
as the final year of production for any.
of the ctocks. This is the year the E. N.
Welch Manufacturing Company was
forced to stop all production due to its
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finalcial situation. When the plant
was reopened six years later, the com-

pany had discontinued these models
and had started producing a completely different line of clocks.
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4 and footnotes. E. N. Welch always
was able to persuade his partners to
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